2019
CATEGORY 1 - TRADITIONAL MARKETING
ADVERTISING
BurJuman Food Art
BURJUMAN CENTRE LLC, United Arab Emirates
Giant art installations were positioned throughout BurJuman Center to create
“Dubai’s Most Instagram-able Food Festival.” The festival appealed to both the eye
and the palate, as food samples were offered across the mall.

Where Shopping is all about Experience .. We Have it All at Dalma Mall
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
The campaign increased awareness of its diverse offerings & witnessing steady
growth in footfalls & positive effect on overall sales

WTC Abu Dhabi Rebranding – Advertising
ALDAR Properties PJSC, United Arab Emirates
The mixed-use urban center unveiled a new brand-identity campaign to
simplify the brand and create a single destination identity for consumers
in the capital’s downtown district. WTC’s advertising campaign
encapsulated the vibrancy, diversity and connectivity of this downtown
environment, and was launched across print, outdoor, radio and social
media channels.

Marketing Innovative Campaigns in Y2018/2019 for Al Qasr Mall in Riyadh
Dar Al Osool, Saudi Arabia
The largest shopping center & residential community in the vivid heart of
Riyadh with 80,000 sqm of NLA. Al Qasr mall hosts 310 shops with all the
major retail groups of the Middle East.
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CAUSE RELATED MARKETING
Red Sea Mall Productive Families
Red Sea Markets Company Ltd., Saudi Arabia
Red Sea Mall for their Productive Families initiative, which partnered
with the Jeddah Chamber of Commerce & Industry to provide kiosks and
marketing support for entrepreneurial families to start businesses and
sell their products within the mall.

One Painting One Thousand Brushes
CEFIC, Turkey
One Painting One Thousand Brushes project’s main goal is to depict children’s
hopes and happiness through canvass painting with the combined effort from
over 1,000 mall visitors.

Happiness Wardrobe
CEFIC, Turkey

The Happiness Wardrobe project by Cefic at Carrefour Bursa Shopping Center,
which promoted the happiness created through sharing by offering a program
whereby visitors could buy items in center stores and donate them to children in
need at an onsite wardrobe.

Don't Dispose, Blend it With Art
CEFIC, Turkey
By saying “Don’t Dispose, Blend it With Art,” Palm City Mersin created a fun
awareness regarding recycling, gave strong messages and received rave
feedback from its target audience.

Be My Eyes... White Cane Day @ Dalma Mall
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
Dalma Mall honored the White Cane Day to celebrate the abilities and
success achieved by people with determination in the sighted world.
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Saudi National Day
Kinan International Real Estate Development Company, Saudi Arabia
Saudi National Day 2018 inspired Saudi citizens and foreigners alike throughout
the nation. Kinan Malls capitalized on this exciting time with Saudi National Day
Festival 2018 with innovative activities.

Back To School
Doha Festival City (Al-Futtaim)
Doha Festival City’s initiative’s mission was to collect donations financially
or in-kind to the initiative was positioned in the highest footfall zone in the
mall to ensure visibility.
Donations accepted from customers were
backpacks and uniforms, shoes, and other school materials.

Mushrif Mall Autism Awareness
Mushrif Mall, United Arab Emirates
When it comes to CSR events, Mushrif Mall, located on Airport Road, Abu
Dhabi leads in outreaching to the community. This year, the mall sponsored
and supported the autism initiative to make people aware of the Autism
Spectrum Disorder (ASD) reiterating the commitment to better understand
ASD and improve the lives of individuals living with it by hosting events,
schools for special needs and expert spokespeople.

Breast Cancer Awareness
Mushrif Mall, United Arab Emirates
One of Mushrif Mall’s activities last year included the commitment to spread
awareness and educate the masses about Breast Cancer. The initiative was
from Mushrif Mall in partnership with Medeor Hospital and included experts
offering free mammograms, pink merchandise for awareness and volunteers
distributing awareness brochures.

Mushrif Mall Free Bus Service
Mushrif Mall, United Arab Emirates
The mall introduced an environment friendly initiative to reduce traffic
congestion and ease local commute was planned with support from the
local Department of Transport. Two specially designed eco-friendly buses
for the local community offers free bus service to and from nearby areas
of Mushrif Mall.
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Khalidiyah Mall – Abu Dhabi Police & Government Collaborations
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
The mall collaborated with the Traffic and Patrols Directorate to reward the
hardworking and dedicated staff of Traffic and Patrols Directorate for
International Labour Day.

Khalidiyah Mall – World Refugee Day with Red Crescent
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Khalidiyah Mall joined hands with Emirates Red Crescent for a Fund-raising
awareness event on International refugee Day for Rohingya refugees. The mall
hosted volunteers, public, Emirates Red Crescent volunteers with banners to
highlight the plight of the refugees.

Al Wahda Mall - Operation Smile Charity Book Sale
Line Investments and Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Al Wahda Mall, which hosted an in-center charity book sale and information booth
to benefit Operation Smile, a global humanitarian organization providing facial
and dental reconstructive surgery for children & youth born with deformities.

Zero 6 Mall
Alef Group, United Arab Emirates
Zero 6, the emirate’s lifestyle destination, celebrates Sharjah’s evolving identity
through an inspiring lifestyle community experience, where trendsetters will
constantly feel at home.

Saudi Arabian National Day Campaign
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
Al Othaim's Saudi Arabian national day campaign. A mass celebration that had
the dual purpose of increasing footfall to the malls, as well as rejoicing in the
heritage of Saudi Arabia. The event was executed across 8 malls.
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UAE National Day Campaign
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co.
Al Othaim malls took this as a way of approaching a segment of nationalism and various
campaigns and activities were held across 8 Al Othaim malls.

My Farm
Deerfields Townsquare Shopping Centre LLC, United Arab Emirates
Deerfields, being a community mall, created a platform where everyone came
together to launch farmers market in the outdoor section of the mall. People were
invited to come shop, learn about farming & participate in engaging activities for
the entire family.

Be A Rock
Deerfields Townsquare Shopping Center LLC, United Arab Emirates
A rock art workshop was held for local people of determination. Later, a Ramadan-themed
stand housed their creations, and invited shoppers to make their own rock art and also
make a donation to help people with disabilities. The campaign raised funds, and created
awareness, for the thousands of people of determination struggling to be part of society
in the UAE.

Spread the Light
Lulu Group International Oman Avenues Mall, Oman
As part of Oman Avenues Mall’s CSR initiative and to support children’s
education” by emphasizing on the value of giving, the Mall launched the ‘Spread
the Light of Happiness’ which extended support to the noble cause of education
for children. Oman Avenues Mall joined hands with Dar Al Atta’a, Oman’s
inclusive charity organisation, for this virtuous initiative.

Positive Days
CEFIC, Turkey

CEFIC kicked off “Positive Days” with the main message of “CREATING A BETTER
WORLD FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS” to ensure a better future for the society and
led by CEFIC President& CEO Mr. Anthony KHOI, was carried out first at Carrefour
İçerenköy SC in November 2017.
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Re-Think Plastic, Aldar Retail
Aldar Properties PJSC, United Arab Emirates
Yas Mall and The Mall at WTC, Abu Dhabi, their collaboration with the UAE Ministry
of Climate Change & Environment raised awareness of the impact of plastic pollution
on the environment. The "RE-THINK PLASTIC" campaign encouraged reduction of
plastic waste by utilizing reusable canvass shopping bags.

NEW/EMERGING TECHNOLOGY
Digital Dynamism - The All New Dalma Mall Website
Dalma Mall
The highly responsive and SEO-friendly website features top-notch design layouts,
social integration and a dedicated microsite for each brand. The dynamic and
interactive new website boosted daily visitor traffic by 159% and organic search
engine results by 92%.

360 MALL AI Chatbot
Tamdeen Mall Management, Kuwait
360 MALL has launched a bilingual chatbot Nouf, a 24/7 digital engagement
channel for WhatsApp & Messenger users. Artificial intelligence technology
makes the chatbot highly personalized, and Nouf understands customers’
needs and provides far greater insight on the mall’s brands & services than
standard, scripted chatbots.

Spring Campaign - Fashion Robot
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, Bahrain
City Centre Bahrain’s ‘Fashion Robot’ harnessed 3D printing technology to allow
customers to replicate their custom drawings, or use one of the ready designs, onto
T- shirts, and delivered a unique, interactive experience for residents and tourists
alike.
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GRAND OPENING, EXPANSION & RENOVATION
Al Jimi Mall Grand Opening (13th to 15th March)
Aldar Properties, United Arab Emirates
An extensive renovation and expansion added 100 stores, including an 8 screen
VOX cinema and a retail park, consisting of 10 big box retail units, family dining,
an event plaza and a parking area for over a thousand additional cars.

Traditional Marketing: Grand Opening: Snow City, Cairo
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
Snow City Cairo is the second Snow center built and operated by Al Othaim
Leisure Company. Snowcity Cairo opened the 2nd of June 2019. Snow City is
located on the 8th floor of Citystar shopping mall in Cairo.

Traditional Marketing: Grand Opening: Fabyland & Xtreme Zone - Mall of Muscat
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
Fabyland and Xtreme Zone are anchor tenants at newly opened Mall of Muscat,
Oman. Xtreme Zone includes a host of interactive activities including the
bouncy and fun Trampoline Park, the Challenging Climbing Walls for
enthusiastic children and a host of fun games for everyone spread over an area
of 35,000 sqft.

PUBLIC RELATIONS
'Lucifer' Sets Tongues Wagging for Dalma Mall
Dalma Mall
Dalma Mall’s recent collaboration with ‘Lucifer’s’ star cast & marketing team
drew a massive gathering of fans & shoppers who waited to catch a glimpse of
their favorite TV stars. The initiative not only resulted in greatly increased
footfall and sales, but also achieved high media visibility, with a total reach of
45 Million impressions and a PR value worth over $1.76 Million dollars.

PR Campaign - Mushrif Mall Talentology 2019
Mushrif Mall, United Arab Emirates
The Marketing and PR campaign for the third edition of the annual Talentology
2019 was done in 3 stages – Pre event, during the performances and post the
Grand Finale.
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Woman & Child Clinic
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
A health initiative that targeted and supported women and children all over the
kingdom. A first of it's kind, it was a crucial program to cement Al Othaim malls as a
supporter of women and children all over the Riyadh region.

The Healthy Mall
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
A health initiative that aims to tackle and overcome obesity issues that are prevalent in
the KSA.

Chinese New Year PR Campaign - The Galleria Al Maryah Island
Gulf Related, United Arab Emirates
The Galleria Al Maryah Island, which partnered with the island’s master developers,
Mubadala Real Estate & Infrastructure (MREI), to host an incredible Chinese New
Year celebration. The PR campaign built awareness of the event and proved to be a
fundamental driver of its success.

Pre-Opening PR Campaign - The Galleria Al Maryah Island's Expansion
Gulf Related, United Arab Emirates
The campaign’s purpose was to create a strong and powerful transition in the
minds of The Galleria’s existing luxury consumers, as well as engage the wider
community on the mall’s new expansion and offerings. The campaign kicked off
with an exclusive reveal event, attended by top-tier media, influencers and VIP
stakeholders, garnering coverage with a PR value over $900,000.

WTC Abu Dhabi - Rebranding
Aldar Properties PJSC, United Arab Emirates
WTC utilised PR as a strategy to help create a personality for the destination
which supported new brands. The PR campaign caught attention of public &
attracted new visitors which resulted in an increase in footfall & sales for new
retailers.
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Dubai Festival City Mall Celebrates Philippines Independence Day
Dubai Festival City Mall - Al Futtaim Group, United Arab Emirates
Dubai Festival City Mall Celebrates 121st Philippine Independence Day. The exclusive
show projected iconic landmarks from the Philippines accompanied by dancing
fountains and lasers choregraphed to popular folksongs. Over 600,000 Filipinos live
in the UAE, of which 450,000 live in Dubai, and they form 21.3% of the population of
Dubai.

Mall Millionaire
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
The ‘Mall Millionaire’ PR campaign communicated to target audience via press
releases, press events, Fam tours and weekly caption stories. The campaign
offered shoppers AED 1.5 million worth of prizes with weekly draws of AED
50,000/- and a mega prize of 1 million at the end of the summer sales with
other instant prizes.

SALES PROMOTIONS AND EVENTS
Winter Comeback
Tamdeen Mall Management, Kuwait
Al Kout Mall’s two-month long Winter Comeback program featured
international shows and celebrities. It achieved an almost 29% increase in
footfall, a 15.55% increase in gross sales and 65 million media impressions.

Shop, Win & Celebrate
Tamdeen Mall Management, Kuwait
The Mall created an 8-week, 12 car sales-linked promotion paired with a strong
entertainment element to create the perfect storm for Summer shopping and
fun. Footfall increases by 33%, sales productivity by 11.06%, carpark usage by
69% and the campaign achieves 508M online and offline impressions.

BINGO!!! Sale Excitement Thrill & Prizes
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
I Love Bingo at Dalma Mall, where shoppers were rewarded with Bingo
Cards to be played during their Valentine’s Day promotion. 70% of
customers who played once returned to play again, and the center saw a
6.8% footfall increase over the previous Valentine’s Day season.
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Spring into Festivities
Al Futtaim Group for Real Estate - Cairo Festival City Mall, Egypt
“Spring into Festivities” was crafted by Cairo Festival City Mall’s marketing
team to boost sales during the slow Spring season by presenting physical
challenges that awarded prizes totaling $60,000 US dollars, complimented by
weekly entertainment and a concert by Egyptian superstar Mahmoud Esseily.

Sweet Summer Campaign
Al Futtaim Group for Real Estate - Cairo Festival City Mall, Egypt
CFCM held a summer campaign with a “sweet” twist. Sweet Summer
Campaign celebrated the hot season with ice-cream, candy and dessert
themed activations and decorations. Installations pulled in visitors, while
physically engaging shop-play-&-win activations capitalized on feelings of
instant gratification felt through instant wins.

Hijaz Malls
Balubaid Real Estate, Saudi Arabia
Hijaz Mall celebrated the Saudi glorious national day in Makkah to achieve,
realize welfare, prosperity of the people & country. The momentum celebration
events held for four consecutive days, the ambiance & atmosphere by fully
green colored and decorated by Saudi theme, the sound & light shows
characterized the celebration to art shows along the Mall.

LuckyOne Summer Magic
Lucky Landmark Private Limited, Pakistan
'LuckyOne Mall’s Summer Magic promotion: a five week long shopping festival
that presented a series of highly engaging 'Shopper-tainment' activities and
events, that gave a 65% boost to center footfall in the late summer months.

Mushrif Mall Talentology 2019
Mushrif Mall, United Arab Emirates
Mushrif Mall’s Talentology 2019 contest, which supports new talent and
stimulates growth in the creative industry. 700 entries were posted online
for voting before 12 finalists performed on stage. Lebanese Pop Star Melissa
appeared for the grand finale.
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Khalidiyah Mall – Toy Factory Winter Fun
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Khalidiyah Mall’s Toy Factory Winter Fun event focused on entertainment and
dance performances and gave shoppers an opportunity to win prizes. The event
was further enhanced as 2,000 toys were distributed to children visiting the mall
while parents took advantage of mall sales and promotions.

Al Wahda Mall - Pink Fong and Baby Shark Meet & Greet
Line Investments and Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Al Wahda Mall in collaboration with DCT Abu Dhabi brought in the very popular
Pink Fong and Baby Shark Meet & Greet over two days for kids and families to
enjoy. Al Wahda Mall hosted an interactive sing and dance concert to get the
families dancing to the beat of lively songs including the widely popular “Baby
Shark” song, which has garnered over one billion views worldwide.

Range Rover Promotion
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
Al Othaim Malls’ Range Rover giveaway, where 12 winners would receive a
2020 Range Rover Evoque. All that was required of the patrons was to show
up at a mall and fill out a coupon to enter the weekly drawing, leading to a
50% increase in monthly footfall.

50% Food Festival
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
A food celebration that invited all our customers and patrons to come and enjoy
our food courts. This was a clever way of attracting customers to stay longer at our
malls and subsequently buy from our shops.

New Year’s Car Promotion
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
To celebrate the new year, we decided to run a massive giveaway campaign. It
consisted of a car being given away each week to a lucky winner.
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Ice Age Event
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
Combining both entertainment and education, the ice age event aimed to educate
children through a fun and innovative campaign that was like no other in Saudi
Arabia.

Riyadh Shopping Festival
Abdullah Al Othaim Investment Co., Saudi Arabia
A contribution to the wonderful Riyadh shopping festival. Many activations and activities
were created by Al Othaim to celebrate this wonderful festival.

Brand Reveal Event - The Galleria Al Maryah Island
Gulf Related, United Arab Emirates
The Galleria Al Maryah Island opened in 2013 with a predominantly luxury fashion,
fine jewelry and fine dining offering which proved a successful mix within the
capital. The decision was made shortly after to further extend the size of the mall
whereby all tastes and budgets could be catered for.

Street Food Festival -2018
ALDAR PROPERTIES PJSC, United Arab Emirates
The Mall at the World Trade Center launched the Street Food Fest from Dec 4-29
to address the challenges & create awareness of malls unique F&B and decided
to bring the offering to the “street”.

Fortnite Season 6 Event -The First Official Event in the Middle East
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, United Arab Emirates
City Centre Mirdif hosted the first Fortnite launch in the Middle East and
partnered with popular YouTube personalities whose posts about the event
reached over 3.6 million combined views. The launch achieved a 10%
increase in footfall.
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Home Away From Home
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, United Arab Emirates
When the Dubai government launched the first ever festival dedicated to all
things HOME, Mall of the Emirates decided to partner with local celebrity Kris
Fade and his team and challenged them to live in the mall for a WHOLE WEEK in
a glass house furnished by key Home Retailers. The average spend within the
Home category increased by 118% vs the same period last year.

A Fashion Season of Rewards
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, United Arab Emirates
Mall of the Emirates’ Fashion Seasons of Rewards campaign was an effort to
boost the critical category of fashion sales. A strategic partnership was forged
with Visa to provide a cashback offer to all fashion shoppers and boosted
spending 16% Year over Year.

World of Fashion 2.0
Majid Al Futtaim - Shopping Malls, United Arab Emirates
For 9 years, MOE has been successfully running its annual World of Fashion
(WOF) event. This experiential positioning campaign celebrated all things
Fashion and Luxury. The autumn winter season is a time where our audience
is overloaded with invitations to events, by competition as well as by the
fashion brands.

Spring Summer Fashion Campaign 2019
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, Oman
The results from the captured surveys reveal that PTA continues to strengthen its
contribution in terms of percentage of shoppers and sales to the mall (68.7% to
shoppers and 69.7% to sales), yet with a high competition from other rising
shopping malls offering new and existing fashion brands.

Winter Festival - Polar Express
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, Bahrain
The mall celebrated its 10th Anniversary, delivering a magical experience with a
fun-filled packed schedule of thrilling family events and incredible rewards for
shoppers to mark the milestone. The theme of the Winter Campaign was based
on the story “The Polar Express” which is a train journey.
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Kids Rock at Dubai Festival City Mall
Dubai Festival City Mall, United Arab Emirates
Dubai Festival City Mall hosted 40 days of fun, with four shows a day, character
meet and greets, photo opps and workshop areas which included different
activities suited to kids of all ages. The series of family-friendly events resulted
in a 9% increase in footfall year over year.

Festival City Mall Gift Card
Dubai Festival City Mall - Al Futtaim Group, United Arab Emirates
With over 400+ retail stores, Dubai Festival City Mall is bringing its customers the
convenience and luxury by launching its very own Gift Card, where family, friends
and loved ones can use at over 400+ in the Mall.

Yas Mall Modest Fashion
Aldar Properties, United Arab Emirates
Yas Mall, located in the Abu Dhabi capital hosted the region’s first “Modest Fashion”
show developing an emerging talent contest for designers who focused on modest
fashion. The campaign has increased sales for participating fashion retailers by 3.7% and
overall traffic by 3.4%.

Mall Millionaire Campaign - Line Investments & Property LLC
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Line Investments & Property LLC conceptualized a sales initiative
called ‘Mall Millionaire’ to increase footfall across their eight malls in
Abu Dhabi and Al Ain. Shoppers won AED 1.5 million worth of prizes
in weekly draws of AED 50,000/-, and a mega prize of One million at
the end of the summer sales.

Sparky'stoon
Al Hokair Group, United Arab Emirates
After the big success of Sparky'sToon first wave, SpaceToon & Sparky's have continued
their partnership by presenting Sparky'stoon Summer Festival with five live shows, four
workshops and over fourteen meet & greet activities.
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Upgrade your Adventure with AirRewards
Majid Al Futtaim Properties - Shopping Malls, United Arab Emirates
The programme offered shoppers a chance to earn 1 point for every spend of US$ 1.36.
Shoppers were able to redeem points with any AirArabia services/products and over
15,941,445m AirRewards points were issued.

CUSTOMER SERVICE EXPERIENCE AND/OR ENGAGEMENT
Summer Fun at BurJuman
BurJuman Centre LLC, United Arab Emirates
Through, “Summer Fun at BurJuman”, the main atriums of the mall were
transformed into inclusive community spaces by creating beach-inspired activation
areas for kids and adults.

Red Sea Mall Key to Surprises
Red Sea Markets Company Ltd., Saudi Arabia
In line with one of the pillars of the Kingdom's vision 2030, Red Sea Mall created an
innovative marketing campaign to engage Red Sea Mall shoppers during the holy
month of Ramadan in an interactive and fun way by rewarding them on the spot
with a variety of gifts.

Red Sea Mall Cup
Red Sea Markets Company Ltd., Saudi Arabia
Along with the success of Red Sea Mall's Key to Surprises campaign together with
the presence of the Football World Cup, the mall created a new experience linked
to the Football World Cup and it was named: "Red Sea Mall Cup".

Red Sea Mall the Experience
Red Sea Markets Company Ltd., Saudi Arabia
The Red Sea Mall and the King Abdulaziz University signed an MOU in a step to
support arts across artists & students of the university, especially the college of
Engineering &design, & local talents, through the campaign: “The Experience”
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Red Sea Mall Stage Show
Red Sea Markets Company Ltd., Saudi Arabia
The Red Sea Mall initiated a series of entertaining activities, in order to
contribute to the Kingdom’s vision and General Entertainment Authority (GEA)
goals of enhancing entertainment. The mall planned & executed the stage show
that consisted of a Barbie event for girls; a magic show by Ahmad Al Bayed; &
stand-up comedy shows, as well as the famous Junk Show.

"Fashion with Passion" - Dalma Mall Starkids 2018
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
Dalma Mall’s Starkids "Fashion with Passion" event was rolled out as a high
engagement activation for both customers and kids’ fashion brands alike, the
initiative consisted of a Model Hunt, Fashion Show, and the final crowning of the Star
Kids 2018.

360 MALL Chatbot - Reinventing Customer Service Experience
Tamdeen Mall Management, Kuwait
360 MALL has reinvented its customer service experience by launching a bilingual
chatbot - Nouf, a new digital customer engagement channel available 24/7. 360
MALL customers have now instant access to Customer Service support by chatting
directly to Nouf through familiar and convenient channels, such as WhatsApp,
Facebook Messenger and Webchat without having to download any applications.

Baby Shark
Kinan International Real Estate Development Company, Saudi Arabia
The Baby Shark Live stage show was hosted during the summer season in order
to provide customers with an unforgettable shopping experience. The event
was licensed by Baby Shark (Ping Fong) and GEA (“General Entertainment
Authority”) in KSA.

Eid at Granada
Granada Investment Center, Saudi Arabia
The center hosted two international events: The Baby Shark show, where
parents and kids were entertained together, and a series of circus shows
performed in a tent with entertainment and food & beverage retailers involved
serving visitors.
Packages Shopping Festival 2018
Packages Real Estate (Pvt.) Ltd., Pakistan
In order to position itself as the primary shopping destination for all of Lahoris, the
center put on various activities, such as magic shows, kids’ activities, live musical
performances and daily lucky draws to engage shoppers.
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Khalidiyah Mall – Toy Factory Winter Fun
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
To enhance the Festive Season, Khalidiyah Mall brought Toy Factory Winter Fun
for kids and families including amazing dance performances. Shoppers won
amazing prizes while Two thousand toys were distributed to kids.

Al Wahda Mall - Dinosaur event experiential project
Line Investments and Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Al Wahda invited the public to Revisit the Jurassic Era!!! Dinosaurs are the most
popular attraction all over the world in every form of entertainment, be it movies,
theme parks, games or books as all age groups love them. Shoppers were
welcomed to experience the adventure with giant interactive dinosaurs.

Al Wahda Mall - Summer Sunflower Installation
Line Investments and Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Sunflower Farm Summer Theme installation at Al Wahda Mall represented the
beauty of summer with the Tree Folk King running the Sunflower Farm. There were
long beds of Sunflower along with a beautiful Sunflower Castle in the main atrium.

Fun Factory
Majid Al Futtaim Properties - Shopping Malls, United Arab Emirates
The Fun Factory idea was developed utilizing an unleased unit in the mall & turning
it to the favorite destination for all family members through an attractive & colorful
exterior/interior design, variety of games for all ages, several workshops every
weekend & collaborations with tenants providing different prizes.

Dubai's Most Magical Festive Market
Dubai Festival City Mall, United Arab Emirates
Dubai's Most Magical Festive Market at Dubai Festival City Mall. The four-weeklong carnival turned the iconic waterfront, Festival Bay, into a fairytale world with
a variety of pop up shops, food & beverage kiosks, kid’s activities, carnival rides,
photo opportunities with Santa and snowfall every evening. The campaign
resulted in 7 million in total social reach and a 498% increase in PR outreach.
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IMAGINE and Pirates of the Bay
Dubai Festival City Mall, United Arab Emirates
Dubai Festival City Mall has transformed its outdoor waterfront into a pirate haven
to launch the new IMAGINE show: ‘A Pirates Tale’. This unique 'retailtainment'
experience resulted in increased footfall to an average of 20,000 people every
night.

The Victory Ice Cream
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, United Arab Emirates
Dubai Summer Surprises aimed at providing entertainment outlets during
Dubai’s summer season for families. To grab our target audience’s attention
and differentiate ourselves from our competition, we came up with a creative
solution: At City Centre Deira, there is always a way to win; extending that
feeling to another sense, and gave them the chance to taste it too.

DIGITAL/SOCIAL MEDIA
“DALMA MALL DIGITAL WIZ – Interschool YouTuber Championship”
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
Dalma Mall’s DIGITAL WIZ Interschool YouTuber Championship with 54 schools
across the emirate participated in the contest and the winner selected by video
engagement. The mall’s YouTube page activity rose by almost 2200%, with total
views over 2.5 million.

Hashtag Mosaic Wall
Doha Festival City

Doha Festival City’s hashtag mosaic wall was composed of over 15,000 images
using the hashtag #QatarUnitesUs. Media personalities, celebrities and locals
participated in the formation of the world’s largest hashtag mosaic wall during the
Eid Al Adha period.

Khalidiyah Mall Enhanced Website
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Khalidiyah Mall’s Enhanced Website, which optimized the website to run on
mobile devices as well as desktop computers, ensuring shoppers will have needed
information about mall offers and communications always at their fingertips.
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Spotify Music Streaming Launch
Al-Futtaim Group, United Arab Emirates
The center launched its own music streaming service available on multiple
platforms, allowing listeners to stream songs from IMAGINE, Dubai Festival
City’s record-breaking laser show. This initiative delivered an innovative
advertising platform that raised awareness outside of the immediate trade
area, while also delivering a unique revenue generator for the business.

360 MALL: Amplifying Data Driven Marketing through WiFi Service
Tamdeen Mall Management, Kuwait
The mall sought to build a centralized customer database segmented by
demographics and social psychographics to better target them with
relevant campaigns, so analytical software was deployed to consolidate
users’ social profiles using the mall’s free Wi-Fi service. 360 MALL
captured over 40,000 visitors’ profiles in less than a year.

Pre-Opening Social Media Campaign- The Galleria Al Maryah Island
Gulf Related, United Arab Emirates
In preparation for the launch of Abu Dhabi’s newest lifestyle hub and the most
anticipated retail opening of the year in the UAE – The Galleria Al Maryah Island’s
expansion – Gulf Related launched an all-encompassing digital and social media
marketing campaign that would transform the way the community thought about
both the brand itself and lifestyle destinations.

#CCMIFoodie- Foodie Hour Campaign
Majid Al Futtaim Properties, United Arab Emirates
The Dubai Food Festival is the only truly citywide food festival in the Middle East. City
Centre Mirdif has so many incredible new F&B offerings but not enough awareness. How
do we activate these F&B outlets during a time where the market was packed with ‘DFF’
experiences? How do we make the City Centre Mirdif the go-to destination for the best
food experience in the UAE? How do we use social media to drive awareness and hence
uplift in sales of the new F&B?
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CATEGORY 2 - NOI ENHANCEMENT
MARKETING/SPONSORSHIP
Upgrade your adventure with AirRewards
Majid Al Futtaim Properties - Shopping Malls, United Arab Emirates
Campaign invited shoppers to spend US$ 1.36 on purchases & be rewarded with 1
AirRewards. Points accumulation can be redeemed against Air Arabia products
(airtickets, baggage allowances, meals, seats). One winner walked away with 1m
AirRewards (US$ 10k). 200,000 points were sponsored by Air Arabia.

‘Lucifer’ Dazzles UAE - Celebrity Buzz @ Dalma Mall
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
Utilizing a market opportunity to enhance its NOI by acquiring sponsorship
costs, the mall hosts an immensely attractive Star-buzz evening in partnership
with its retailer, driving massive traffic pull, huge PR buzz & incremental retail
sales whilst garnering Brand Popularity, Share of Voice & Retailer satisfaction.

CFCM CAF ARENA
Al Futtaim Group for Real Estate - Cairo Festival City Mall, Egypt
The CFCM Arena: a unique, stadium-like experience in the heart of The
Village for visitors to watch live all 52 matches of the 2018 African Cup.
CFCM also partnered with the top league in Europe, La Liga, to hold an
event celebrating the opening of the African Cup.

Al Wahda Mall Celebrity Visit
Line Investments and Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
The Al Wahda Mall Celebrity Visit: the mall hosted the Middle East’s Official
launch of “Madhura Raja” with the movie’s star Mammootty. The launch
brought in over 80,000 movie fans for a chance to meet the cast.

Lexus Sponsorship of IMAGINE A Pirate's Tale
Dubai Festival City Mall | Al-Futtaim Group Real Estate, United Arab Emirates
In January 2019, Lexus was announced as the official sponsor for the newest
IMAGINE show, A Pirates Tale with a 6-month activation that created a unique
experience for Lexus customers.
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OPERATIONS/OVERALL TEAM
Snow City, Rabwa
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co, Saudi Arabia
Snow City is the first of its kind snowpark and has 20 different activities. The
fundamentals are of course present such as our different tubing slide, the usual wood
sledge 1 and 2 places, the ski school, the zorb ball, carousel, snowplay area.

Snow City, Cairo
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co., Egypt
Snow City Cairo is the second Snow center built and operated by Al Othaim
Leisure Company. Snow City Cairo opened the 2nd June 2019. Snowcity is the
first of its kind snowpark and has 20 different activities.

Installation of Reverse Osmosis Plant for the Chiller Plant Makeup Water Supply
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
The primary objective of installing the Reverse Osmosis Plant is to provide
high-quality purified water at low cost to the cooling towers for the newly
installed chiller plant that supplies cold water for cooling the mall.

Hayat Mall, Saudi Arabia
Alandalus Property Company
Hayat Mall’s initiative connected to offering free Wi-Fi to enhance shopper experience
and in return be able to provide data collection of shopper demographics to center
retailers, to help them create and track targeted marketing offers and specials.

Oasis Mall - Energy Management System
Oasis Mall - Landmark Group, United Arab Emirates
The Energy Management System implemented in Oasis Mall, our award entry has
resulted in the following immediate benefits and has greatly improved the mall’s
sustainability.
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Zero 6 Mall
Alef Group, United Arab Emirates
Zero 6 is the emirate’s lifestyle destination. The go-to venue for families looking
for unique entertainment, leisure, shopping and fitness activities closer to
home and under one roof. Zero 6 combines a sophisticated contemporary
design with a diverse selection of dining, retail and leisure attractions.

IMAGINE Entertainment Team - Dubai Festival City Mall
Dubai Festival City Mall, United Arab Emirates
IMAGINE is a unique Entertainment attraction for Dubai Festival City Mall
delivering up to 10 multimedia shows daily in the Mall Waterfront Festival Bay.
It is USP for Dubai Festival City Mall providing a free attraction for the mall and
reason to visit. Daily shows attract up to 4,000 visitors per show and major
events staged by Imagine capacity crowds of over 25,0000 to Festival Bay.

LEASING
Helping Hand from Barren Land. Budgets Saviour this Summer. Caribbean Circus@ Dalma Mall
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
Dalma Mall brought the Caribbean Circus onto un-used mall property, which
provided rental income, a free marketing campaign for the mall, increased
footfall and an exciting summer event. Over $58,000 of specialty leasing
income was generated for the mall in just 30 days, as well as providing a sizable
footfall increase to the center’s retail tenants in a traditionally slower month.

Al Wahda Mall Creative use of unused space - Legend Billiards, Rolling Wheels & Knight Shot
Line Investments and Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
Celebrating innovative and creative ideas, Al Wahda Mall looked into
capitalizing the space in the mall that were not used and introduced spaces
beneficial to mall visitors. Given the climatic conditions of the country,
management decided to use unused areas for specialty sports stores and
indoor sports.

Zero 6
Alef Group, United Arab Emirates
Zero 6 is the emirate’s lifestyle destination. The go-to venue for families
looking for unique entertainment, leisure, shopping and fitness activities closer
to home and under one roof. Zero 6 combines a sophisticated contemporary
design with a diverse selection of dining, retail and leisure attractions.
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Specialty Leasing Innovation - The Galleria Al Maryah Island
Gulf Related, United Arab Emirates
The Galleria Al Maryah Island ‘s Specialty Leasing program lured retailers from
surrounding malls and supported new-to-market and formerly-online-only
retailers by offering shorter term leases and fitted-out “white box” units to lease
at lower startup cost.

CATEGORY 3 - DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
NEW DEVELOPMENTS (CENTRES LESS THAN 47,000 SQM OF TOTAL RETAIL SPACE)
Mall of Umm Al Quwain
Line Investments & Property LLC, United Arab Emirates
The single-level, complete shopping and leisure experience elevated the
retail landscape of the city and adds much to the Emirate economy. It’s a funfilled destination offering an amusement arcade to keep guests entertained
for hours. Nestled in the heart of the city, the mall is a hangout spot where
friends and families enjoy shopping, dining, watching movies and relaxing.

Snow City Cairo
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
Snow City, located at the 8th floor of Citystar shopping mall, Snowcity Cairo is
the second Snow center built by the Al Othaim Leisure Company. Catering to
residents and tourists, everyone from working professionals looking to relax in
a chilled, one-of-a-kind environment.

Fabyland - Mall of Muscat
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
Fabyland at Mall of Muscat, an anchor tenant at the newly opened mall. The
40,000 square foot family entertainment center is a fun-filled indoor
playground that offers 10,000 visitors a day a heightened experience in
leisure and entertainment.

Xtreme Zone- Mall of Muscat
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co
Xtreme Zone at Mall of Muscat includes a host of interactive activities
including the bouncy Trampoline Park, the Challenging Climbing Walls
and a host of fun games for everyone spread over a 35,000 square feet
area.
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Al Rashid Mall Abha
Saudi Bonyan, Saudi Arabia
Al Rashid Mall Abha, with its diverse retail mix, is positioned as one of the
hottest destinations in the Southern Region for both residents and the
regional tourists from neighbouring countries. The venue has an attractive
waterfall and lake on the Ground floor.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS (CENTRES BETWEEN 47,000 SQM – 92, 901 SQM OF TOTAL
RETAIL SPACE)
Mall of Muscat, Oman
Tamani Global Development & Investment LLC
Among the most important commercial and touristic projects in the
Sultanate of Oman, the mall features the Oman Aquarium, an
enormous Snow Park, a Family Entertainment Centre, and over 200
stores offering shoppers a wide variety of international brands
located on three levels.

RENOVATIONS/EXPANSIONS (CENTRES OVER 92,901 SQM OF TOTAL RETAIL SPACE)
The Expansion - Mall of Arabia
MARAKEZ, Egypt
Mall of Arabia’s aim was to reposition the mall into a comprehensive retail
and urban destination. 100 retail units were added, as well as new features
such as: A Food Hall, High-End Fashion retailers, an in-mall park with an
events lawn, outdoor fitness area and playground, an IKEA, and mixed-use
locations such as a nursery school and office spaces.

Growing and Expanding with Brands Diversification
Unified Real Estate Development Co., Saudi Arabia
Unified Shopping Centers is the largest and fastest-growing line of
outdoor shopping centers in Saudi Arabia, with over 50 centers
throughout the Kingdom as of 2019. Their aim is to continue
developing 4 new shopping centers per year, targeted in the heart of
Saudi Arabia’s growth areas.
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RETAIL STORE DESIGN
Category 3 - Design and Development > Retail Store Design
HOB & Third Avenue
Dalma Mall, United Arab Emirates
HOB & Third Avenue Café: the high-end, multi-brand boutique offers luxury
bags, perfumes, make-up, sunglasses and chocolates and connects to the
Third Avenue Café, featuring a black & white interior with an abstract mix of
colors that gives the space an elegant look.

MIHYAR THE STORE DESIGNED FOR THE SAUDI MAN
Kamal Osman Jamjoom Group LLC, United Arab Emirates
Mihyar takes a giant leap from the very restricted and limited confines of
traditional made-to-measure to the limitless opportunities and options of
materials, fittings, styles and colours that ready-to-wear brings. In order to
fully demonstrate this leap, the new store concept required a much more
experiential and engaging format.

Dusoul
Dhamani Jewels LLC, United Arab Emirates
Dusoul's beautifully designed new boutique showcases its stunning, yet
accessible, fine jewelry collection. The retail experience is enhanced by
innovative technology, offering digital display software that allows real-time
social media interaction between the brand and clients.

Fabyland - Mall of Muscat
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
The elevation was attractive and very visible from all angles in order to
attract the people inside the center. Create a stimulating environment was
essential in order to make the users spend their money. Proper branding
to attract customers with good graphics. Adequate landscaping to create
a more natural setting for the users to enjoy. Ceiling elements to add to
the overall experience.

Xtreme Zone- Mall of Muscat
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
Xtreme Zone Area is totaling to 35,000 square feet with the biggest
trampoline park in Oman. Dedicated trampolines for small kids and
teenagers. Attractions include: Trampoline park Active Climb Trampoline
features: Jumping pads Basketballs arena Foam pit Ninja Course
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Snow City Cairo
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
Snow City Cairo is the first Snow park in Cairo City. The concept has warm side
which includes guest area, reception, cafe, uniform area, merchandise area,
lockers, store room and maintenance area. The Cold side has rides and snow
making facility.

FabyLand Tabuk
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
All interior elements, from flooring, finishes, ceilings, lighting and fixtures to
graphics, reflect the total entertainment design through the physical extension
of the shop front design concept. Signage and wall graphics design are
imaginative, unique, unusual and creative. FABYLAND at TABUK PARK offers a
wide range of Leisure Offerings for all age groups.

Saffori Land Hasaa
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
The proposed Indoor Amusement Family Destination concept for the Centre is
conceived with the most spectacular and unique amenities that are designed
to enthrall the enthusiastic and fun-loving clients in Al Hasaa.

Mikyajy Glamour Girl Store Concept
Kamal Osman Jamjoom, United Arab Emirates
Mikyajy is the go-to beauty brand for Khaleeji girls. The new store features
brand colors and imagery, flattering lighting, bold signage that portrays brand
personality, and a beauty play station for trying and exploring new products.

Sharjah Cooperative Society Al Muweilah Store
Wanzl Middle East FZE, United Arab Emirates
Situated in a residential building, the sleek design of the store features colored
glass walls that define the product category areas. Industrial elements such as
pipes and ducts are exposed to give the store a modern feel.
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LULU XPRESS FRESHMARKET - AL REEM ISLAND
WANZL MIDDLE EAST FZE, United Arab Emirates
The design concept in Lulu Xpress Freshmarket was to create a modern look
and feel within a relatively small footprint. The open ceiling gives the
impression of space whilst the sweeping LED curves recessed into the feature
bulk heads offer a bright, well illuminated space.

The Body Shop - Beat Store Concept in Saudi Arabia
The Body Shop, Saudi Arabia
Clear brand markers and engaging fixtures provide multiple ways to shop
and experience the products. Interactive areas invite customers to touch,
smell and try products, while associates give personalised advice leading to
higher conversion rates.

CATEGORY 4 - RETAIL EXCELLENCE
Danube Home
Danube Home, United Arab Emirates
Danube Home’s retail concept revolves around tastefully combining
elements of luxury with affordability, while offering the widest range of
home improvement products not typically found in one store.

Xtremeland
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism
The concept of indoor family entertainment, ‘videotainment’,
‘sportstainment’ and ‘edutainment’ are all included as per the brand
portfolio.

Oman Aquarium
Tamani Entertainment, Oman
The Oman Aquarium showcases predominantly local sea life and
incorporates Omani heritage and culture to make the experience more
relevant for educational purposes, whilst promoting conservation in a fun and
fascinating way for all those visiting, regardless of age.
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Snow City, Rabwa
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co.
Snowcity is the first of its kind snowpark with more than 20 different fun and
exciting activities. The fundamentals are of course present such as our
different tubing slide, the usual wood sledge 1 and 2 places, the ski school,
the zorb ball, carousel, snowplay area.

Snow City Cairo
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism
Snow City Citystar Cairo is owned and operated by Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism
Company, a company dedicated to providing the MENA with a world class
entertainment venue. A strong focus is placed on transparency and delivering
outstanding customer service.

Saffori Land Rabwa
Al-Othaim Leisure

Saffori Land Rabwa is an Indoor Theme Park considered to be one of the best
entertainment destinations in Saudi Arabia. It caters to all age groups by
providing the latest rides and arcade games in a fun atmosphere for families
to spend quality time together.

Sparky's Panorama Mall
Al Hokair Group, United Arab Emirates
Sparky's Panorama Mall, featuring mechanical rides like the 360, super jump
and roller coaster, and over 120 of the latest video games, skill games and
kiddie rides, a giant soft play area, a 5D Cinema and a party room for special
events.

Sky Zone /Al Hokair Time Malqa
Al Hokair Group
Sky Zone /Al Hokair Time Malqa, a closed sports entertainment city with
many physical activities, several playgrounds for jumping, basketball,
wrestling, climbing, other sports activities, and special areas allocated for
small children.
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CATEGORY 5 - BEST MENA RETAIL BRAND
Marie France
Marie France SAL, Lebanon
Marie France is a ONE STOP SHOP for all women garments and necessities.
Imagine that in one single shop any woman (from different social & cultural
backgrounds) can shop more than 17 ranges of up to date fashion products
and basic classic necessities.

SnowCity
Al-Othaim Leisure

Saffori Land
Al Othaim Leisure

Offering a refreshing experience to share with family and friends in a real and
safe snow environment, Snow City is the only Snow theme park in Riyadh City,
and includes more than 12 different activities for kids and adults.

An Indoor Theme Park that is considered one of the best entertainment
destinations in Saudi Arabia, Saffori Land provides the latest rides and
arcades games in a safe and fun atmosphere that allows families to spend
quality time together.

FabyLand
Al Othaim Leisure & Tourism Co
An ideal one-stop family entertainment destination for kids of all ages,
FabyLand is a fun-filled indoor playground that offers everyone a
heightened leisure and entertainment experience and encourages children
to learn and grow whilst they play.

Sparky's Panorama Mall
Al Hokair Group

Guests at Sparky’s can choose from a wide array of special rides and
attractions, such as Roller Coasters, a Carousel, the Extreme Trampoline
Zone, a soft play area and skill games.
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CATEGORY 6 - RETAIL PROFESSIONAL OF THE YEAR
Wail Balkhair
SAHAT Property Management Co., Saudi Arabia
This year, Wail Balkhair was appointed as CEO of Sahat Property Management
Company, which achieved a revenue growth of 140% in 2019 versus 2018. He was
recently appointed as a Board member of the MECSC. He believes in continuous
learning to stay updated in an industry that is constantly evolving.

Edmond Abi Nasr
Marie France SAL, Lebanon
Edmond Abi Nasr is the CEO of Marie France SAL in Lebanon. He strongly believes
that succeeding in retail requires first and foremost a passion for the industry and
more specifically, one’s brand. Marie France has been a part of who he is and has
taken pride in his father - Nicolas Abi Nasr’s success story.

Daniel Parry
Gulf Related, United Arab Emirates
Daniel Parry is the CEO and Managing Director of Gulf Related. Over the past 12
months, he has been instrumental in the management, development and opening of
the UAE’s most-anticipated retail launch, The Galleria’s 1.4 million square feet (GLA)
expansion, and simultaneously led The Galleria Al Maryah Island’s Luxury Collection to
a record year of footfall and sales. Daniel is involved in every facet of the company,
from legal and finance to leasing and marketing.

Ishwar Chugani
Giordano, United Arab Emirates
Ishwar Chugani is the CEO and Managing Director of Giordano Middle East (FZE). As
member of the Management Committee of Giordano International, he is also
responsible for global market expansion. Mr. Chugani was a founding member of the
MECSC and was recognized as one of the Top 20 Indian CEOs in the Arab World by
Forbes magazine in 2016, 2017 and 2018.
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CATEGORY 7 - SERVICE EXCELLENCE
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
Yardi Systems
Yardi Systems, United Arab Emirates
Dedicated to the development of software for the Middle East real estate
industry designed for managing residential and commercial real estate
portfolios, Yardi offers fully integrated and configurable solutions for over
5000 companies in 80 countries.

DATA ANALYTICS
Leading AI - Enabled Analytics Solution Providers
Xpandretail powered by Sàvant, United Arab Emirates
Xpandretail powered by Sàvant analytic solutions support organizations
to develop new insights into how to make their business more efficient
and successful.

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
Yardi Systems
Yardi Systems, United Arab Emirates
Yardi Systems is offering their clients superior products and
outstanding customer service through a real estate platform that
encompasses all aspects of the property lifecycle.

Coniq iQ-powered Loyalty Programme
Coniq
In under 3 months from design to delivery, USRA Rewards was launched in
102 Liwa Stores across multiple languages, currencies and locations and
adds around 20,000 new members each month.
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Aislelabs Flow & Connect
Aislelabs Inc.
Aislelabs Flow & Connect, which are SaaS based analytics solutions providing insights in
any physical venue such as a retail locations, shopping malls, airports or events, thus
enabling retailers to understand customer traffic patterns and behaviors in ways never
before possible.

VIAFONE Technologies Chatbot for 360 MALL
VIAFONE Technologies part of CELS Group, United Arab Emirates
VIAFONE Technologies part of CELS Group has created a WhatsApp AI
based chatbot called “Nouf” dedicated to Kuwait-based Tamdeen
Group’s 360 MALL. The artificial intelligence (AI) driven, bilingual chatbot
supports the mall’s customer service function, making it easier for
customers to engage with the shopping mall.

DÉCOR & DESIGN INSTALLATION
Dubai Festival City Water Feature
GHESA, United Arab Emirates
Dubai Festival City is a vibrant multipurpose destination designed by Al-Futtaim
Group Real Estate, combining shopping, hospitality and entertainment in one of
Dubai’s most famous waterfronts. The centerpiece of the new scheme is a water
feature designed, manufactured and installed by GHESA.

AFKAR Lighting Brings Katara Cultural Village to Life this Ramadan
AFKAR Lighting part of CELS Group, United Arab Emirates
During Ramadan 2019, AFKAR Lighting a part of CELS Group was tasked
with bringing Katara Cultural Village to life including the decoration of
1.6 kilometres of roads with Ramadan inspired lighting. Katara Cultural
Village is set to be one of the greatest cultural projects worldwide, with
a unique vision and perspective.

CELS Events Presents The Little Mermaid at Lagoona Mall
CELS Events part of CELS Group, United Arab Emirates
CELS Events part of CELS Group presents The Little Mermaid at Lagoona
Mall. This stage show was customised by IMAGINECELS within CELS Events
who specialise in designing and delivering these shows set to capture the
imagination of the entire family.
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